PRESENTATION OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENT IN ENT CLINIC WITH UNEXPLAINED SYMPTOMS.
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ABSTRACT... Objectives: It’s very common that patients with psychiatric illness visit other specialties and in a survey it was found to hold a percentile of 15% to 30% of all primary care consultations. This study is designed to assess psychiatric patients who present in Clinic with ENT symptoms but result in no disease. Study Design: Cross-sectional study. Setting: ENT OPD of People Medical College, Nawabshah. Period: 1ST Jan 2019 to 31ST Jan 2019. Material & Methods: We selected a total sample of 320 patients who presented with ENT diseases where we excluded patients with organic diseases and studied those who didn’t show any clinical sign of organic diseases. The registered patients were evaluated by psychiatrist. Results: It was observed that out of 320 patients 180 patients were having psychiatric problem and those patients were advised to visit psychiatrist and take follow up on month end. Out of 180 patients 140 patients visited ENT OPD twice and 110 patients got relief in one visit. Conclusions: We found that conducting a cross-sectional survey using GHQ-12 helped us in detecting psychiatric patients presenting with unexplained diseases in ENT Clinics however to reach more accuracy in results, further tools can be utilized .We also believe doctors at all specialty clinics need to give more attention to their diagnosis and assist patients to open up to them and not to feel embarrassed.
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INTRODUCTION
As we see psychiatric illnesses are rising and offer a great challenge to all ranges of primary care and specialty medicine. Patients suffering from these diseases are estimated to fall around 15% to 30% of all primary care consultations.¹

Where ENT disorders and patients psychology has been going together due to the increased awareness of diseases through internet which makes people anxious and worried. We encounter patients a lot of times who are over inquisitive on slight conditions say for instance postnasal discharge, stuffy nose or lump like feel in the throat. Clinical medicine applies general knowledge to some definite life conditions of a patient which however cannot be associated statically on a large scale .So physicians not only face some very clear limitations to diagnosis, rather they also feel anxious of the ambiguity that lies in some symptoms .Therefore it is advised to thoroughly understand and evaluate the case early and then apply any medical or surgical treatment.

However clinicians have come up with various methods in order to refract the threat to medical competence posed by such issues .So there is actually a very thin line between identifying a disease and call it unexplained or identify it as the psychological trait of the patient. According to WHO cross-National research, it was found that depression and anxiety has a very significant relation with somatic complaints around the globe. In our country approximately 3/4th of the prevalent depression is due to the household income, poverty and other social security issues and its hardly taken care by the responsible authorities. And because these hospital and care clinics lack resources, patients tend to seek...
advice from practitioners of different specialties and many of them end up at ENT clinics as the most recurring of these diseases is head-aches, feeling of sensations, hissing noise in ears, thoracic pain, distress and other unexplainable fatigue and etc.

Speaking of these unexplainable cases, we should know that they are also termed as Somatoform and related disorders which stands for all such random thoughts, feelings and behaviors which do not necessarily give rise to a medical disease.

Although researches in this area have joined all such somatic complaints including depression, anxiety and hypochondriacally worries under one category of medically unexplained symptoms. To what extent a symptom is medically unexplained is difficult to evaluate as the only available tools are the probe flow sheet which doesn’t give accurate results in cross-cultural studies.

Up to half of the patients visiting general medicine and surgical units suffer from symptoms that relate to psychological disturbances including stress and anxiety and researches in this area have long been started in order to find the relationship between psychiatric presentations in different clinics and physical diseases. In a study, the rise in tinnitus irritation is positively correlated with the level of depression in normal hearing patients. However it is still vague if ENT diseases cause more occurrences of mental health defects or co-occurring psychiatric disorders. It’s been witnessed that Patients with common E.N.T diseases show more gloomy states of mind and also show psychiatric disorders more often. Some of the patients visiting ENT clinics suffer from cancer phobia and comforting them, often help in lessening the minor psychosomatic problems they are suffering. Various ENT conditions are strongly associated with psychology for instance cosmetic deformities of the face and specifically of the nose and their remedies, hearing damage, chronic pain, vertigo, tinnitus, Globus hystericus, hoarseness, choked feeling in the throat and headache. As a medical practitioner, every symptom in otorhinolaryngology should be evaluated while considering psychology as almost every ENT disease is more or less related to patient’s psychology. Such patients should be thoroughly medically intervened as it’s significant for both doctors and patients.

Since judgment is only based on surveys and questionnaires gathered by patient presentation and data recollection, it is of prime importance to stratify the number of such cases. In doing so we have funnel our study to only presentation of such patients who come to ENT clinics with such somatic complaints. Therefore to ensure proper management of these diseases the first step is to identify such patients.

MATERIAL & METHODS
This cross-sectional study of 31 days was carried out in ENT OPD of people medical college Nawabshah from Jan 1st, 2019 to Jan 31st, 2019; which is extensively representative. We selected a total sample of 320 patients who presented with ENT diseases where we excluded patients with organic diseases and studied those who didn’t show any clinical sign of organic diseases i.e. the ones who showed medically unexplained symptoms were evaluated by psychiatrist. The patients were interviewed from their time to admission by experienced investigating team. Our sample included ages from 20 to 60 of either gender of different levels of education; falling in graduate, above graduate, post graduate groups.

The exclusion criteria included the following
1. Patients suffering from organic diseases
2. Patients suffering from Coma or unable to speak
3. Drug addicts
4. Patients suffering from acute mental disorder
5. Patients whose vital organs suffered failure; for e.g. respiratory, cerebral hemorrhage, serious hepatic deficiency, acute diabetes with unstable blood sugar levels.
6. Patients admitted in Emergency ward

We used the Patients profile sheet (PPS) on registration to collect the socio-demographic details including gender, qualification, presenting complaints, period of visit, treatment history and diagnosis. We used the General Health
Questionnaire GHQ-12 to confirm the mental health status of the patients. Patients were categorized on the basis of the questionnaire which involves 12 points in which the presence of 6 positive points and a score of 4 or above at the time of assessment confirms somatic disorder. We used SPSS version 20 for statistical analysis. The quantitative variables like age with its mean and standard deviation are also assessed. The qualitative variables like gender, marital status, and educational status were also assessed.

RESULTS
It was observed that out of 320 patients 212 patients were found to have somatic symptoms and a 108 showed scores below 4 in GHQ12. In this control group 47% were male and 53% were female.3

Overall the frequency of those who were married was the highest i.e. 80% while divorced and separated were 52% and only 8% were single. The mean age of patients diagnosed with MUS was 50 yrs vs 46 yrs in patients with no MUS respectively.4 Further details to the education reveals 29% completed their matriculation while 64% had completed their masters and only 8% were undergraduates. Figure-1 shows the ENT Symptoms presented at the time of admission and their relation with GHQ12 positive and negative scores as observed in our study.

DISCUSSION
As discussed, there are several symptoms that cannot be medically identified at almost all care and specialty clinics.1 Even though studies signify that somatic disorders are common, yet the illness remains less recognized and its finding are seldom documented.5 We see a strong association of these medially unexplained symptoms with Psychiatric problems and almost all clinicians suffer in investigating such cases. An occurrence of comorbid depression has been estimated to be 40–66% and that of anxiety disorders to be 21–38 %.6-7

Usually concentrating on the psychological and social factors that intensify symptoms can form a basis for behavioral medicine interventions that can improve results. Although this can also result in patients being socially stigmatized with unexplained symptoms.8,9 Such patients show higher deviation towards want to attention and emotional support.10

In our focused group we observe these patients being uncomfortable expressing their symptoms and being categorized with psychiatric label yet they would explain excessively details of their
problems looking for validation from the clinician. In our study, we witnessed 66% of patients were found to have somatic symptoms out of a total of 320 patients and were positive for psychiatric illness. In a study conducted to find the relativity of somatic symptoms in patients with psychic issues revealed a positive value of 60%.11

As per the quantitative statistics, our investigation showed these symptoms to be comparatively more in Female; they were 53% and in males it was 47% and the mean age was 50 years while in a relative study it was reported to be 46% which is close to our analysis.4,12 Amongst these 80% were married and were diagnosed with either body pains, bloating, hearing or breathing issues. Our study reported 9% presenting with headaches and 5% with body pains while in a previous study in a population of 50 patients 70% of patients were suffering with headaches.13 Similarly body pains and headaches in another such study was observed to be the most commonly occurring issue and around 59% in a sample of 80 people.

The number of psychiatric ailments has increased in the last few years in Pakistan and the reason is the inability of the physician to identify the non-psychiatric complaints.14 Spitzer et al testified in 9-29% of their patients and a Dutch study stated around (22%) of patients with somatoform disorder.15,16

Our results show that most of the patients suffered from these symptoms in their later stage as around 78% were above 40 in age.17 The average scores of patients in GHQ-12 is 12 which shows high severity of somatic disorders in contrast to the ones with explainable symptoms. Numerous researches have used GHQ-12 in detecting somatoform disorders and it has proven to be effective in specifying medically unexplained symptoms on a score of 4 or above.18 Although we still believe, a detail study should be carried out with a bigger number of population and not only in ENT but other specialty clinics in order to see the association of psychiatric disorders and somatic symptoms. Moreover clinicians should also schedule focused and time-bound appointments with such patients and more regularly in order to better understand their symptoms and proactively address to their issues. Also we believe our study had some inherent limitations as we could not carry an assertive sample size and getting in details of number of visits of such patients which might also help in deducing their disorder. And our medical professionals need to recognize and cater to the stigma attached to these psychiatric illness and run awareness campaigns in order for it to reduce the phenomenon.19-20 These are not just psychological processes but rather difficult biological phenomenon’s and the existing management regulates both physical and psychological are not very effective and can only be conducted by appropriate professionals. We need to embrace a cross-cultural viewpoint in addressing psychosomatic questions which will benefit both basic knowledge and practical health care applications.21
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